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Pupils of St Louis Nursery and Primary School, Kano, celebrating “Unity in Diversity” on the occasion of the Platinum Jubilee of the school

Celebrating

GOD’S FAITHFULNESS
IN OUR DIVERSITY
by Juliana Ajayi SSL

T

he Platinum Jubilee celebration of St Louis Nursery and Primary School,
Kano was an effusion of songs of praise and thanksgiving to God.
Celebrating God’s faithfulness in the last seventy years was a thing of joy
for the entire family of this great citadel of learning. The celebration had started
in December 2018 with a funfair program. A lot of prizes were given to the lucky
winners of the riffle draw among the pupils, teachers, parents and friends of
St Louis family.
The celebration continued with a thanksgiving Mass and sent forth for Sr
Christiana Biyab (immediate past Headmistress of the school) with a lot of side
attractions and entertainment at the reception on 18 January 2019, being the
foundation of the school (18 January 1949–18 January 2019). It was graced by
many priests and Religious of the diocese, the Provincial Leader, Sr Isabel Mann,
Sisters of St Louis, parents and other well-wishers of the school. Of course, the
chief shepherd of Catholic diocese of Kano, His Lordship, Most Rev. Dr John
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The school community cut the Platinum Jubilee cake

Namaza Niyiring, OSA was the chief celebrant of the
entire celebration of the day.
Then came the grand finale of the Platinum Jubilee
celebration, which lasted for four days (1-4 May 2019).
It began with a cultural display from five groups
representing the cultural heritage, dressing and
tradition of all the tribes in Nigeria. There was also the
launching of the Platinum Jubilee brochure and
documentary. There was also a health talk and free
medical check-up, a St Louis inter-faith jubilee prayer
and an award dinner. The celebration was concluded
with a thanksgiving Mass, Islamic prayer and
commissioning of a water project by His Excellency, the
Governor of Kano State, Alhaji Abdullahi Umar Ganduje
after the blessing by His Lordship, Most Rev, Dr John
Namaza Niyiring, OSA.
It was indeed a joyous and glorious moment for the
present pupils and staff to thank God for being part of
the school at 70. It was also a time of reunion for the

Cultural display by pupils
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past pupils from different parts of the country to
celebrate their Alma Mater at 70, a time for both old
and new staff, parents to thank God for the gift of this
great institute of learning and the holistic education
that so many generations have enjoyed from the
institution. The grand finale was well attended by many
priests and Religious from within and outside the
diocese, the Provincial Leader and Team, (Sr Isabel
Mann and Sr Bridget Agum), Friends and Associates of
the Sisters of St Louis, St Louis Sisters, radio station
crews, traditional rulers, chiefs, distinguished
personalities and their representatives, old and new
parents, old members of staff, alumni, all well-wishers
of this great family. The governor of Kano State who is
an old parent and the wife, an old member of staff of
the school, were also in attendance. We say “thank you
Lord” for the journey so far.
God bless St Louis family!

Cultural display by pupils
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MORE PHOTOS OF THE PLATINUM JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS

School choir in action

The raffle draw

Historical enactment by pupils

Cultural display by pupils

Free medical check-up

Cultural display by pupils
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Aspirants’ Live-in in Zonkwa
by Maryam Bala Francis and Hauwa Lawal

T

here were eight of us in attendance for the
aspirants’ weekend for northern Nigeria held in
Gidan Mariya, Zonkwa from 22-24 March 2019.
Sisters Franca Ola, Jumoke Akinwumi and Christiana
Arokoyo were facilitators for the weekend.
The weekend was filled with new learning and
moments of joyful experiences from arrival till
departure. We had creative sharing on a book titled
Africa, Our way through the Bible with specific focus
on: “Introduction to the Gospels and Meaning of the
Gospels”. Sharing was joyfully presented by two
groups. It was indeed a time of "our faith seeking
understanding!" One-to-one session followed the
creative presentations.
All the Sisters from the Convent and Gidan Mariya
came together for Liturgy Preparation with the
aspirants. Supper was a mini celebration and
recreation as the aspirants presented playlets, dance
and jokes. It was a night of a thousand laughs. Before
the weekend ended we visited the Convent to have a
glimpse of what “Gidan Joseph” (as fondly called by the
Sisters) looked like. It was with mixed feelings — of
wishing to stay back in Zonkwa and wishing to return
to our places of assignments and homes — when it was
time to part.

L-R: [FRONT ROW] Sr. Jumoke Akinwumi, Miss Blessing Salemkaan
(Benue), Hajara Danjuma (Louisville, Gwagwalada Student),
Hauwa Lawan, Faith Augustine (Kaduna),Rahila Yahaya
(Louisville, Gwagwalada Student) [BACK ROW] Bamtin Cecilia
Simon (Kano), Tina Andrew (Kaduna) Maryam Bala (Kano)

We sincerely thank the Sisters of St Louis for this
learning experience. We thank the host community of
Gidan Mariya for caring so well for us. We ask God to
bless you all and keep you safe always.
Long Live Sisters so lovely!

ASPIRANTS LIVE-IN, AKURE 2019
by Callista Obi and Eucharistia Ariyo (Aspirants)

T

he weekend was one of its kind as 16 aspirants
gathered from the southern part of Nigeria to St. Louis
Novitiate Akure, Ondo State from 15 to 17 March 2019.
The weekend programme kicked off with Stations of the
Cross followed by Liturgy Preparation on Friday evening,
then morning Mass and Psalmody on Saturday, followed by
general cleaning.
One of the most interesting part of the weekend was
that we all worked together helping one another with our
given tasks. Creative sharing session took place after
breakfast. Sharing was based on “Meaning of the Gospels
as given in the Book“ from Africa, Our way through the
Bible, which we had read beforehand.
Novices Esther Pam and Linda Ochuba joined us to
share their experiences of Postulancy period in DassaZoume, in the Republic of Benin. Soon we began to meet
with the Sr. Formators on a one-to-one bases. The exercise
helped each one of us to discern our vocation. As this
exercise was going on, the new comers had Sister Philomena
William share about the Sisters of St. Louis with them
privately.
All is incomplete without a word about the prayerful
experiences we had. We participated fully in every aspect of

L-R: Sisters Christie Kure, Magaret Yusufu and Francisca Ola
with the aspirants at the Novitiate in Akure

the prayer life in the Novitiate and it helped us to raise our
hearts and voices together to the Lord. We appreciate the
cheerfulness with which things are done there. We ate
together with the sisters at every meal! We won’t forget the
experience.
continued on page 5
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LGSS SS3 girls with the sisters during the 2019 Easter celebration

THE LORD HAS RISEN INDEED
by Etta Victoria (Assistant Head Girl 1)

I

t was not just about Easter, it
was about living out the reality
of the risen life during the Holy
Week — the most sacred time of the
year.
At Louisville, Gwagwalada, we
began the celebration of the Holy
Week on Palm Sunday with palm
fronds and praises to the Lord,
welcoming Jesus into Jerusalem.
This took us to the holy Wednesday,
where in the Abuja Archdiocese,
due to pastoral reasons, the Chrism
Mass was celebrated.
The activities of the Paschal
Triduum started with the holy
Thursday. We saw at the Mass how
the feet of twelve individuals were
washed by the priest as Jesus did to
his apostles. That day also marked
the commemoration of the Holy
Eucharist at the last supper. On that
same day, towards the end of the
Mass, the altar was stripped and the
crucifix removed (to show the
humiliation and the barrenness of

the cross) and an altar of repose
was made to adore Jesus in the holy
Eucharist. This began the agony at
the garden of Gethsemane.
Then, the day that the
triumphant Jesus became the
suffering Jesus came. We (Louisville
girls) began the day watching the
passion movie. Later in the day, we
went to Christ the King College,
Gwagwalada where we had the
stations of the cross, and the service
that followed after. At the service,
the cross was unveiled for
veneration by kissing/touching it. It
is the only day in the Catholic church
when Mass is not celebrated, thus,
the communion service from holy
Thursday was used. The service for
that day ended in solemnity as our
Lord Jesus died to grant us
salvation.
The activities of holy Saturday
took a different form. The Mass
started outside the chapel at sunset.
A fire was set, four readings with
their psalms were taken, and the
Paschal candle was lit. We went into

the dark chapel led by the priest,
who the Paschal candle. The light
was spread to the rest of the church
giving it a significant glow. Since
there was no baptism, we just
renewed our vows as Christians.
IT’S EASTER! JESUS HAS RISEN!
We (SS3 girls) woke up excited to
prepare our breakfast. You should
have seen us gorgeously dressed to
celebrate the risen Lord! It was
alleluia all day long. After Mass, we
went to prepare our lunch and Sr.
Veronica prepared the ‘’efo riro ‘’
and ‘’egusi’’ soup for us. We
prepared the ‘’Ofada’’ rice and stew
ourselves. With all the assorted
provided for lunch, we had eaten to
our fill. So, we just had chicken
pepper soup for dinner. After that,
we had movie night with popcorn,
sweet and ‘’pure heaven’’.
Indeed, the Lord did arise both
in our hearts and in our bellies that
day. I am glad we stayed in school
for the Easter celebration. It was a
truly eventful week. You should
have been there; it was a blast.

Our Easter celebration activities
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L-R: Maria Adaga, Confidence Udeh, Rosemary Ukase, Juliet
Megwa, Joan Samuel, Linda Christopher, Mary John, Angelina
Francis and Esther Pam at Ikogosi

OUR EASTER PICNIC
By Rosemary Ukase and Linda Christopher

“G

o and tell my disciples to go to Galilee, there they
will see me.” [Matthew 28;10] It was indeed a
great privilege for us, the Novices of St. Louis,
as the Novitiate community paid visit to Ikogosi Natural
Warm Spring for the Easter picnic [Galilee picnic] on 22
April 2019.
The Ikogosi warm springs is a tourist attraction centre
located at Ikogosi, a town in Ekiti State, south western
Nigeria. Ikogosi Warm Springs has a myth about its origin.
The story says that an ancient king had two wives who
constantly quarrelled. After much rivalry and fighting, they
were turned into the rivers coming from the rock as their
spirits continued fighting. The less aggressive wife was
turned into the cold water while the more aggressive wife
was turned into the warm water, and their husband turned
into the rocks from which their waters flow.
The first Missionary to come to Ikogosi was Rev. John
s. McGee in 1952, from his mission base in the nearby Ekiti
town of Igede. He went to the source of the hot and cold
springs which he had heard about from the people of
Ikogosi. Initially, he was discouraged from doing this for
reasons of the tradition he had heard about from the local
residents, which was that nobody should ever visit the
source of these two springs because of the idea that to do
so would be to invite death from the supernatural forces
that were responsible for this strange and most unusual
feature of nature. In spite of these “warnings”, Rev. McGee
made his way through the forest, up the hill to the source
of the two side by side springs. Having had the water from
both springs tested, to ensure it’s purity, Rev. McGee had
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Mary John and Jaon Samuel admiring and feeling the warm
spring at Ikogosi

the idea to develop the place into a youth camp to bring
people to come and appreciate the wonders of God. This
idea was accepted by the Ekiti Baptist Church Association
and the Nigerian Baptist Convention. They began to
develop the place for a youth camp. After the retirement
and return of the McGees to their country, the place was
eventually taken over by the Nigerian Government.
On our arrival, we saw people of different groups who
had come to celebrate the joy of Easter like us. We went
round in order to get acquainted with the place. Finally,
we arrived at the eye of Ikogosi, the meeting point of the
cold and warm springs called the “melting point” but not
flowing into each other. Touching the water, we
appreciated the awesomeness of God’s creation. It is
indeed a miracle which cannot be explained.
We went with our games equipment such as Ludo,
cards and Ayo. We entertained ourselves by having mini
competitions with each other. We also had a sumptuous
meal and even shared with some children who came to
greet us. We had assorted drinks including ice cream. We
had so much fun spending time together as a community.
We were so happy and full of gratitude to the sisters for
such a wonderful experience. We can say for sure that we
truly encountered Jesus at Galilee as he had instructed.

Report

Temporary Professed Sisters’ Weekend
GWAGWALADA AREA
by Rose Stephen Yero SSL and
Grace Ajah SSL

W

e all arrived Zonkwa the
venue of our second
juniors’ weekend safe
and sound on Friday 17 May 2019.
We were nine in all, including our
Directress, Sr. Christie Kure. We
gathered at the community room at
8:30pm to share our feelings and to
be sure we were all in good shape.
The sisters gathered at the
community room prepared for the
event. The centre piece was
beautifully decorated with symbolic
materials. They included: a bowl of
water which means life, a mirror
which reflects our images, the
crucifix as the victory that Christ
worn
for
us,
the
candle
representing light and flowers
reflecting the beauty in each of us.
Saturday 18: the business of the
day commenced immediately after
the opening ritual. Sr Christie Kure,
the speaker, talked about nonviolent communication as a
language with a difference. It is the
act of relating with compassion and
love to one another. Since God is
love, love is that which creates,
connects, affirms, builds up and
brings together. Divine love is the
non-violent; it does not participate
in
anything
that
destroys,
humiliates,
enslaves
and
diminishes. It is important to speak
words that gives life not destroys.
When a word is spoken, something
significant happens (either positive
or negative). Therefore our spoken
words have the power to create or
destroy. Violence expresses needs
that are not met. Wickedness,
aggression, hate are all an
expression of the bitterness of
people who have not had
opportunity to take care of their
sufferings. Richard Rohr says, “If
you do not transform your pains,

A cross-section of the Temporary Professed Sisters at the weekend in Zonkwa

you will transmit it and this would
come out as reaction”. Violence
occurs when feelings and emotions
are not acknowledged. Some
people do not know how to name
their feelings because of that many
things would suffer, for when we
are able to managed how we feel
then we are half way solving
whatever it is and then having
peace within.
Sr Christie Kure went further to
explain Emotional Awareness as
knowing very specifically how we
feel. It also means being able to
label our feelings with specific
feeling words. When a situation
occurs we are likely to suppress,
repress or escape from the feeling
and the result is either responding
violently or by reaction. However,
the most healthy way to address a
feeling is by positively expressing it.
We can manage our emotions
through letting go. To be able to do
this, we must first be aware of our
feelings
and
address
them
specifically.
The evening session which
began at 4:pm was very interactive.
During the sharing session, each
Sister shared based on the article
assigned to her. Also, we had
presentations on core values and

non-violent communication based
on the morning session. The
weekend was life-giving, spirit filled
and educative. The session came to
a close with the closing ritual. Each
Sister was asked to pray using her
core values. We all departed for our
various communities after Mass on
Sunday 19.

LAGOS-IBADAN AREA
by Lucy Abu and Anne Amadi

The Lagos-Ibadan Area juniors’
weekend was held in Ipaja
community from 10-12 May 2019.
Nine temporary professed sisters
and Sr Christie Kure, the Directress
arrived from their different
communities and schools on Friday
10 May 2019 with a warm reception
from the community members. The
weekend started with the Holy Mass
at St Ferdinand Catholic Church,
Ipaja on Saturday morning. We had
breakfast and did some chores.
The opening ritual was led by
sisters Elizabeth Ogedengbe and
Ruth Orunpegan with the theme,
“My
Core
Values”
and
“Compassionate Communication”.
This was followed by a scripture
reading from the first letter of St
Paul to the Corinthians, Chapter 15
— continued on page 8
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TEMPORARY PROFESSED WEEKEND —continued from page 7

verse 33 to 34. After that we went
into a quiet moment for some
minutes and voiced out with our
first value priorities as follows:
honesty, spirituality, family, peace,
love, knowledge, faith, compassion
and so on.
The morning session, which was
facilitated by Sr Christie Kure, began
at 9:00am. With copius reference
from Dr Sarah McKay’s work, Sr
Kure taught us that non-violent
communication is a language with
a difference, it is about learning to
communicate with compassion
towards self and others as violent
communication often leads to
conflict. The theological assumption
of non-violent communication is
divine love and God is love. It is
important to know the power in the
word we speak and its effect on the
speaker and to whom the word is
being spoken. For whenever a word
is spoken, something significant
happens (positive or negative). Our
words have power to create and to
destroy, to give life as to kill.
Violence is not our true nature
rather, it is an expression of our
unmet needs. Our emotions play
out in the theatre of the body and
our feelings play out in the theatre
of the mind.

Temporary professed sisters with their Directress in at their weekend in May in
Lagos

The major ways of handling our
feelings are suppression and
repression, which take place
consciously and unconsciously.
Expression could be violent or nonviolent or an escape. Sr Kure also
taught us about Emotional
Awareness, which means knowing
specifically how we feel. The stages
of dealing with feelings are as
follows: accepting the feeling and
taking responsiblity, reflecting on
the feeling and forecasting the
feeling. We can only manage our
emotions by letting go.
The evening session began at
4:00pm with a prayer led by Sr Ann

Amadi and the facilitator was Sr
Rosemary Joseph. It was more of an
interactive one as sisters asked
fielded questions from the article
that they had read. After evaluation,
the weekend came to an end with
a closing ritual led by Sr Christiana
Kure at 6:35pm. Things that were
helpful during the meeting include
a conducive environment, effective
facilitation of the program, group
interaction, freedom of sharing,
openness of the sisters, punctuality.
Sisters were encouraged to
continue on the positive aspects of
the weekend.

CHILD PROTECTION POLICY WORKSHOP AT ST. LOUIS, ONDO
by Mrs. Anih Agnes

The members of staff of St. Louis Nursery and
Primary School, Ondo gathered together on 2 May 2019
with Sr. Monica Adeya, the Contact Person of the Sisters
of St. Louis, Nigeria Province on Child Policy. She was
invited to give a talk on Child Policy and why a staff is
not permitted to administer capital punishment to the
children under her care. Sr. Monica explained who a
child is and the meaning of safeguarding. Sr. Monica
highlighted the various kinds of abuses that can be
inflicted on children including neglect, emotional,
physical or sexual abuse and bullying. The staff
members were given some strategies on how to handle
children in class without administering punishment.
Furthermore, they were encouraged to report any act
of abuse to the local child protection officer.
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L-R: Sisters Philomena Onotevure, Alice Ameh, Clara Azubuike
and Monica Adeya with the staff of St. Louis N/P School,
Ondo appear in this photograph after the seminar
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FRUIT DAY CELEBRATION AT ST LOUIS, ZONKWA

T

hursday 28 March 2019 will always be
remembered as a day of fun and learning for the
parents, teachers and pupils of St. Louis Nursery
and Primary School Zonkwa, Kaduna State, as the
school celebrated Fruit Day, the first of its kind in the
history of the school.
On that fateful morning, priests, Religious and
parents were trilled as different classes of the school
showcased and reminded the audience about the
economic importance of fruits, their botanical names,
and why we must make fruits part of our daily menu.
Some of the fruits presented among others include:
dates, banana, pawpaw, orange, coconut, water melon,
pineapple, mango and cherry apples. Also, vegetables
like carrot, water leaf, ugwu, spinach, okro, lettuce,
cabbage, etc. were presented. There were foreign fruits
vegetables such as apple, strawberry, blackberry and
grapes, celery, coriander, parsley, beetroot, mints leaf,
thyme and others on the list. In addition, two guest
speakers, Mr. James David and Mrs. Grace Bature gave
talks about the origin, health importance of fruits and
how to preserve some of them.
The school drama group also presented a play
titled the “Fruit of the Holy Spirit” which portrayed good
behaviour expected of everybody. Towards the end of
the occasion, smoothie, fruit salad and fruit cakes
were prepared and tasted by all, which made the day
very unique.
It was and will always be an unforgettable day for
the school, parents, pupils teachers and the Zonkwa
community at large. Up St Louis Nursery and Primary
School, Zonkwa!

Pupils by their fruit stand during their presentation

Staff of the school in the uniform for the event

A cross-section of pupils and staff at the fruit stand
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WORKSHOP ON HUMAN SEXUALITY
by Joan Samuel and Mary John
(Novices)

T

he first year Novices: Juliet
Megwa, Linda Christopher,
Esther Pam, Joan Samuel and
Mary John of the Sisters of St. Louis,
Nigeria Province together with the
Pre-Novices of Don Bosco had a
workshop on Human Sexuality at
the
Don-Bosco
Pre-Novice
multipurpose hall, Akure, Ondo
State from 8–12 April, 2019. The
workshop was facilitated by Sr.
Esther Amowe of the Congregation
of the Daughters of the Holy Spirit.
We were all happy to have the
workshop, because it was beautiful,
educating, enriching and eye
opening, as we interacted with
other Pre-Novices from a different
Congregation.
The
workshop
involved
knowing human sexuality as the
whole of human life and a gift from
God, which helps us to love and
keep a life-giving relationship with
others. It involves all aspects such
as physical, social, spiritual and
moral aspects. It also helps us grow
in self awareness, by creating

positive attitude and thinking
towards others without being
judgmental. As Priests and
Religious, we are called to embrace
the life of celibacy by being mature,
having confidence in ourselves and
building up a healthy relationship
with all people rather than isolating
ourselves.
Secondly, we got to know that
every individual has and is born
with emotions. Although God has
given us the power to control our
emotions, we sometimes allow
ourselves to be controlled by our
emotions. In the emotional aspect
of living, we experience joy and
sorrow, love and anger, which are
part of the indivisible interrelationship between our thoughts,
feelings
and
behaviours.
Boundaries are necessary to control
our emotions and maintain good
relationships. Using common words
like “Yes or No’’ appropriately helps
us to create good boundaries which
lets the good in and keeps the bad
out. Our boundaries are to be
valued and respected and we too

are to respect other people’s
boundaries as well.
We watched some movies and
took some case studies. The
analysis were encouraging on how
to create healthy boundaries and
control
our
emotions.
The
emphasis was on being able to
always remember that we are
human who should not focus on the
spiritual aspect of our lives only but
all aspects of our lives, including the
physical and sexual aspects which
are part of our lives. We have to
appreciate them and express them
in a mature way.
We really appreciate Sister
Esther Amowe for taking her time
to impart this wonderful knowledge
on us. We pray that God will
strengthen her in her vocation. We
equally thank our formators, Sr.
Franca Ola and Sr. Christie Kure for
the opportunity created for us to
have this workshop. We also
appreciate
the
Don-Bosco
community for their care and
support. We pray for the grace to
put into practice all that we have
learnt.

CHILDREN’S PARTY
AT THE POSTULANCY
by Celestina Isaac and Benedicta
Adesua

T

he presence of the children
of Kpekoute community
added colour and beauty to
our Easter of 2019, as we the
postulants
hosted
our
neighbourhood children 21 April
2019. The programme which was to
start around 1:00pm was delayed
to 2:00pm in order to create more
space for the children.
Catherine Kekere led the
opening
prayer
while
the
programme was anchored by
Onyeche Oguche. We had different
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Children of Kpekoute community catching fun at the Postulancy, Dassa
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Children of Kpekoute community catching fun at the Postulancy, Dassa

activities for the children such as Bible quiz, current
affairs questions on their country and common things
of school, home, humans and general dance. The
winners of each of these events were rewarded with
gifts, which encouraged the children to fully participate.
The event also prepared a platform for the
postulants to see how they could co-ordinate the

children in French and instilling discipline in a crowd.
We were happy at the end because we were able to
understand ourselves but not without some efforts.
The children were about three hundred (300) in
number. Some of their parents and older ones also
accompanied them.
We saw the talents of the children and encouraged
them to be active in school, church, mosques and
wherever they find themselves. At end of the
programme, take-away packs, sweets, biscuits and
drinks were given to them. They were very happy. The
postulants shared the food to the children as directed
by Sr Theresa Peter Sheyin. We cannot forget the
efforts of Mr. Moses and Baba, our security man who
supported us in their little way by directing and
ensuring the safety of all the children. Our mistress, Sr.
Agnes Abba also supported us in her own way by
motivating, providing what we needed for the party and
also coming out to witness our beautiful gathering with
the children in their different colourful attires.
This day will forever be a remarkable day in the
history of each member of the Postulancy because of
the joy that was shared among all of us. Children are
truly a gifts from the Lord.

St Louis N/P School, Ikere Inter-house Sports
by Lucia Adenle SSL

S

t Louis Nursery and Primary School, IkereEkiti had it's 7th Biennial inter-house sports
competition at the school premises on Friday
21 February 2019. The event offered opportunity
for parents, guests and lovers of sports to witness
such an amazing athletic performances in
callisthenics, march past, relay races, filling-in-the
bottle among others. It was all fun for pupils and
parents especially as they made new friends and
renewed old relationships through the enthusiasm
and agitation for the best house. At the end of the
events, first position went to Our Lady house, Don
Bosco came second, Maria Gorretti, third and
Louis Bautain, forth. Sports truly is an integral part
of boisterousness, the overall grooming of the
children to prepare them for the future.
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Special Report
This report is reproduced verbatim here as submitted
by Sr

Patricia Ebegbulem SSL for the record.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ROME, 8-11 APRIL 2019
ON "PASTORAL ORIENTATIONS ON HUMAN
TRAFFICKING"
As a result of Our Holy Father, Pope Francis constant concern
for victims and survivors of human trafficking, the Conference
on the implementation of “Pastoral Orientations on Human
Trafficking” which was published in mid-January 2019 and
organized by the Migrants & Refugees Section of the Holy See,
with the support of Caritas Internationalis, the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences, the International Catholic Migration
Commission (ICMC), Talitha Kum, the Santa Marta Group and
the Apostolate of the Sea, in Rome from the 8th to the 11th of
April 2019. About 200 participants (representatives of Bishop
Conferences, Catholic pastoral agents, representatives of major
organizations expressing the Church’s social commitment,
experts, partners, representatives of foundations) met to
discuss concrete proposals for the Catholic Church in working
groups.
The Conference took place in Sacrofano, on the outskirts of
Rome. The question and caption before us during this
Conference and by extension to all men and women of goodwill
was:

Sr Patricia Ebegbulem with His Holiness Pope Francis in Rome

ferent forms of Human Trafficking for sexual
exploitation (e.g. prostitution, pornography, internet),
dispelling myths and clarifying the responsibilities of
the demand side.
2.

CC should develop educational programs/modules on
Human Trafficking to be offered to Bishops, priests,
religious congregations, parishes, Catholic schools
and seminaries.

One interesting thing happened! Before we came for the
Conference, we had been put into our working groups.
Amazingly, I was put into the Bakhita Group along with the
Representative of the Order of Malta, Mr. Michel Veuthey with
whom we Partner in the St. Louis Bakhita Empowerment
Project! We were both amazed at this pleasant coincidence!

3.

CC should advocate for international treaties and
national laws that criminalize those who buy sex
services and those who profit from victims, and ensure protection to victims as well as holistic social
services

The Document was worked on in Sessions. After each Session
we all came up with Proposals as to the role we expect the
Catholic Church to play.
● First Session was on Human Trafficking in the Context
of Sexual Exploitation.
● Second Session was on Human Trafficking in the
Context of Slave Labour
● Third Session on Human Trafficking and Human
Smuggling
● Fourth Session on Other Forms of Human Trafficking
● Fifth Session on Identification

4.

CC at all levels should collect quality data and document evidence to ground awareness campaigns and
advocacy work, and to foster the development of
adequate services for victims and prosecution of perpetrators.

5.

CC should adopt a common and correct terminology
in describing the phenomenon of prostitution (it is not
“sex work”), making it consistent with human dignity
and making it clear in what sense prostitutes are
victims.

6.

CC should offer training modules on Human Trafficking for sexual exploitation to journalists and identify for
them reliable sources and trustworthy organizations
working in the field.

WHERE ARE YOUR ENSLAVED BROTHER AND SISTER?
RELEASING THOSE UNJUSTLY BOUND!

One of key Speakers at the Opening Session was His Eminence
Cardinal Peter Turkson who is in charge of the Section on
Integral Human Development. In his Welcome Speech, he
emphasized that the promotion of dignity is a Mission and a
Responsibility
The Holy Father, Pope Francis, during our Audience with him
enjoined us to lay emphasis on the Commodification of human
beings who are created in the image and likeness of GOD.
Human beings should not be treated as commodities.
We came up with many Proposals for the Catholic Church
herein referred to as CC. However, for the purpose of this article
I have selected those Proposals that concern us as Church!
They are:
FIRST SESSION: HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN THE CONTEXT
OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
1. The Catholic Church (CC) at all levels should proactively engage in raising public awareness on the dif-

SECOND SESSION: HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN THE
CONTEXT OF SLAVE LABOUR
1. CC should develop a responsible procurement policy
for employers and an ethical consumer guide to be
disseminated among Catholics and beyond.
2.

CC should advocate for corporate accountability in
the supply chain and law enforcement in cases of
slave labour.

3.

CC should proactively engage in the eradication of
child labour and child exploitation, raising awareness
continued on page 13
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on the issue and advocating for greater penalties for
those who employ and encourage forced child labour.

2.

CC should tackle the root causes of organ trafficking
by promoting healthy lifestyles, sensitizing people on
health issues (i.e. alcohol consumption), supporting
the system of free and voluntary organ donations and
increasing its transparency, and advocating for appropriate legislation.

4.

CC should offer pre-departure orientation programs
for migrant workers to inform them about the risks of
servitude and slave labour and empower them to
report abuses.
3.

5.

CC should request the authorities to undertake frequent inspections on work conditions and treatment of
workers in the labour sectors that are particularly at
risk of abuse, namely the maritime industry, agriculture, manufacturing, domestic work and many service
industries.

CC should collect data and evidence on the less
known forms of HT, produce specialized knowledge
and translate it into useful materials for catechism,
pastoral care of youth and other kinds of
formation/training at the parish level.

4.

Catholic media should commit to “open the eyes” of
consumers who are unconsciously supporting slave
labour when buying very cheap products and generate demand for “slave labour free” products.

Bishops Conferences and dioceses, starting from the
POHT, should set up monitoring mechanism on HT
and integrate the concern about HT in their pastoral
plans.

5.

CC should denounce cases of forced marriage and
engage in its prevention by advocating for protective
legislation and policies and urging respect for human
dignity for both parties in marriage.

6.

Catholic media should engage in investigating lesser
known forms of HT, documenting and broadcasting
“real stories” which are likely to be more effective for
massive awareness.

6.

THIRD SESSION: HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND HUMAN
SMUGGLING
1. CC should engage in educational campaigns on the
connection between migrant smuggling and HT, all
along the migrant route (origin, transit, destination,
return), empowering local people to recognize and
report HT activities.
2.

CC should offer pre-departure orientation programmes for would-be migrants to inform them about
the regular pathways of migration and the risks of
irregular migration.

3.

CC should advocate for simpler and more ample
channels of regular migration, including humanitarian
visas, sponsorship programmes, educational visas
and others, to prevent smuggling.

4.

5.

6.

CC should set up, along the main migration routes,
temporary shelters and service centers in order to
meet the basic needs of migrants and provide specialized assistance to smuggled migrants who became
victims of HT.
CC should promote programmes to foster local sustainable development in countries of origin so as to
make migration a real choice; programmes for returnees should also be developed to facilitate true reintegration.
Catholic media should foster their partnership with
journalists, NGOs and institutions so as to engage
them in well-designed awareness campaigns on the
connection between migrant smuggling and HT.

FOURTH SESSION: OTHER FORMS OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
1. CC should undertake popular awareness campaigns,
engaging relevant stakeholders, on the less known
forms of HT, namely forced marriage, servitude,
forced begging, organ-harvesting, reproductive exploitation and other forms of abuse and exploitation.

FIFTH SESSION: IDENTIFICATION, PREVENTION AND
PROSECUTION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING
1. CC should coordinate with other relevant stakeholders and collaborate in providing training from a grassroots perspective for law enforcers, judges,
professionals, social workers.
2.

CC should establish programmes and provide resources to support pastoral workers engaged in fighting HT and to protect them from retaliation by
criminals.

3.

CC should establish a global platform on HT, which
would serve to share data and evidence, concerns
and best practices, documents and materials.

4.

CC, at all levels, should develop strong internal and
external mechanisms to guarantee transparency and
to identify and prevent HT within the Church.

5.

Catholic media should jointly initiate a long-term global campaign against HT, focusing each year on a
specific form of HT.

SIXTH SESSION: PROTECTION OF SURVIVORS
1. CC should involve HT survivors as partners in protection and assistance of victims, advocating for their
meaningful inclusion in the development of programmes and policies on HT (no decision about us,
without us).
2.

CC should request the engagement of Catholic universities and professional associations in research on
HT, development of protective legislation, specialized
continued on page 16
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Deepening GC 2015 Calls

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
IKERE COMMUNITY REFLECTION
In living out the SSL mission statement, we experience
challenges in the following areas:
1. Parents’ pretence to be poor in order to get indigent
children scholarship
2. Inability of poor parents to to cater for their wards’
needs which scholarship does not cover.
Challenging also is imbibing culture of giving to the
poor among some of our pupils who would give miserly
to the poor. This is evident in their attitude and
response to giving to the poor during Lenten and
Christmas seasons.
It is challenging in both pastoral work and the
apostolate to instil morals and virtues in the young or
pupils as vices become the common practice in the
society. Nevertheless, we continue to teach virtues
everyday in the school.
Furthermore, as a community, we experience
challenges in building and fighting against unjust
structures in the families of those who work with us,
because in most cases, they would not want to talk

JUNE
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about such issues or accept help due to fear of what
people will say.
With our personal interaction with the mission
statement, we continue to strive to make our aims
more visible and alive in our society today as we teach
and witness to the mission statement.

4th

Sr. Catherine Ologunagba Birthday

4th

Sr. Veronica Obi

Birthday

7th

Sr. Roseline Ogunbanwo

Birthday

10th Sr. Martha Chindo

Birthday

11th Sr. Vivian Ajuonuma

Birthday

15th Sr. Victoria Orifunmishe

Birthday

19th Sr. Juliana Mbara

Feastday

29th Sr. Constance Dibie

Birthday
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by Rita Akin-Otiko, SSL

Thy Kingdom Come
in All its Diversity

A

s I sat listening to the second reading
of the fourth Sunday after Easter which
begins, “I, John, had a vision of a great
multitude, which no one could count, from every
nation, race, people, and tongue. They stood
before the throne and before the Lamb, wearing
white robes and holding palm branches in their
hands”, many curious thoughts kept flashing
through my mind. I couldn’t stop asking myself
what role xenophobia, chauvinism, racism,
prejudice, intolerance and the like would play
in the hereafter.
About 13 years ago, my professor asked a
question that has got me thinking about
diversity very often since that day. He asked
us to write on the board a word that best
described diversity for each of us. I cannot
remember what others wrote. I, however,
remember that what I wrote was the seeming
odd word out, and more interestingly, the
marker I used in writing it was red while
others used black markers. The word,
therefore, stood out bold and clear.
For me, whenever I think of diversity, the
word that readily comes to mind is “wealth”.
That was the odd word! If we could take time
to reflect on diversity, we might be able to truly
comprehend the plethora of treasure, riches to
be tapped from one another’s giftedness,
talents, culture, etc. Diversity is a blessing for
those who can truly see!
How beautiful would it be to live in a
community with sisters who are engaged in
diverse apostolates and from various ethnic
affiliations? How wonderful would it be to have
a food menu with assorted recipes culled from

If we could take time to reflect on
diversity, we might be able to truly
comprehend the plethora of
treasure, riches to be tapped from
one another’s giftedness, talents,
culture, etc.
the diverse cultures from which the community
members are constituted? How joyful would it
be to have sisters sit around in community
rooms to share unique experiences of their
diverse ministries? How lovely would it be to
hear the sonorous diverse songs at liturgy?
Could diversity be a blessing waiting to be
tapped by those who can truly hear?
Thy Kingdom come! That Kingdom of
Heaven to be manifested on earth is an
embodiment of diversity — “a great multitude,
which no one could count, from every nation,
race, people, and tongue”. What can make
Heaven possible in our/my communities? What
do we/I need to take on or drop off to enable the
Kingdom of Heaven on earth? What sacrifices
do we/I need to make in order to have a taste
of what real life is all about? How is our living
out Sint Unum an expression of the Heavenly
Kingdom in all its diversity?
Diversity is a blessing indeed for those who
can truly love!
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training and pro bono professional services for
survivors.
3.

CC should invest in protecting of HT survivors
with a holistic and multidisciplinary approach
aiming at empowering them, fostering their resilience and promoting their active citizenship
and labour inclusion.

4.

CC should request dioceses, parishes and religious congregations to offer their available and
suitable structures as temporary shelters and
centres for specialized assistance for survivors.

5.

CC should promote possibilities of encounter
with HT survivors, engaging particularly the
youth, so as to foster peer to peer dynamics,
overcome stigma and facilitate social inclusion.

6.

Catholic media should look into the possibility
of introducing, whenever possible, the issue of
HT and protection of survivors in every event
organized by the Catholic Church.

SEVENTH SESSION: PARTNERSHIP IN RESPONDING
TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING
1. CC should foster cooperation in responding to
HT among her different structures and offices,
religious congregations, Catholic organizations
and networks.
2.

CC should create new and strengthen existing
partnerships with relevant stakeholders (e.g.
government authorities, civil society and private
sector) to respond promptly and adequately to
the challenge posed by HT.

3.

CC should acknowledge the importance of
women in the fight against HT, open up directive roles to them and advocate for a genderbalanced approach in the formulation of policy
and programmes on HT and in the distribution
of responsibilities,

4.

CC should promote joint training programmes
on HT for pastoral agents, NGO workers and
law enforcers, in order to encourage stronger
partnerships in counteracting HT.

5.

Participants should commit to disseminating all
the conclusions and recommendations of this
conference, implementing the suggestions and
reporting about concrete results in the next
gathering.

6.

EDITORIAL

Service

The Family,
Service is the deployment of oneself, nay, one’s potential
to the benefits of society, one’s generation. Here is what
Jesus the Christ said about service and leadership, “The Son
of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his
life as a ransom for many.” (Mathew 20:28) Everybody loves
to be great and that’s not a bad thing. Reflecting on this
through Jesus’s eyes, Myles Munroe, that late gifted
leadership coach and minister said for a fact that whoever
has no desire to be great is not normal. But then here is the
catch: “Whoever wants to become great among you must be
your servant”, (Mathew 20:26) Jesus told his disciples. Jesus’
teaching or philosophy has not changed till today.
As we rejoice with the school community of St. Louis
Nursery and Primary School, Kano and the Sisters of St Louis
on the occasion of the Platinum Jubilee of the school, we
celebrated all who have given themselves in gifts, skills and
energy to the greatness and success that we see today. We
pray for the continued greatness of the school and the
Sisters of St. Louis, Nigeria Province.
We thank all who made the production of this fully
packed issue a success. Thank you and God bless. Enjoy your
reading.

‘Pelumi O’Dunsin
Word to

Catholic media should feature real stories and
reliable data so as to avoid stereotypes and
change the narrative on HT. Stories and data
can be posted on a website or shared by an app
fed by users.
’Pelumi O’Dunsin,
Chief Editor
pelumi.dunsin@yahoo.com
+234 (0)706 204 7492

Anthonia Eneanya SSL
Assistant Chief Editor
toniauc@yahoo.com
+234 (0)703 792 9969

CORPORATE EMAIL
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The Communications Office now has a corporate email,
sslcomm.ng@gmail.com. Expect to get Contact and
updates via the mail address regularly. Write to us too.

Live By

True
greatness
consists in
being great in
little things.
—CHARLES SIMMONS

